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What do a pharmaceutical, polymer and solid state chemist have in common? Organometallic

chemistry of course, since progress in their diverse fields has at many times relied on this. It is a

discipline which stands at the crossroads of so many branches of chemistry, with industrial

applications ranging from the gram to megatonne scale. This book aims to introduce

undergraduates to the utility of organotransition metal chemistry, a discipline of importance to

scientists and technologists in a variety of industry sectors. The main focus will be on the reactivity

of organometallic compounds of the transition metals, supported by discussion of structure and

bonding and their implications. The aim, on completion of the course, is that a student will be

equipped to recognize the key classes of organometallic compounds, their methods of

characterization, possible synthetic routes and anticipated reactivity. Ideal for the needs of

undergraduate chemistry students, Tutorial Chemistry Texts is a major series consisting of short,

single topic or modular texts concentrating on the fundamental areas of chemistry taught in

undergraduate science courses. Each book provides a concise account of the basic principles

underlying a given subject, embodying an independent-learning philosophy and including worked

examples.
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"Each chapter has well-presented aims, detailed figures and clear tables packed with data ... a



well-written book and good value for money." (Education in Chemistry, May 2003, p 83)Lecturers

and researchers should find it very stimulating and full of useful insights (Physical Sciences

Educational Reviews, Vol.6, Issue.1, June 2005 (David Ruddick))

What do a pharmaceutical, polymer and solid state chemist have in common? Organometallic

chemistry of course, since progress in their diverse fields has at many times relied on this. It is a

discipline which stands at the crossroads of so many branches of chemistry, with industrial

applications ranging from the gram to megatonne scale. This book aims to introduce

undergraduates to the utility of organotransition metal chemistry, a discipline of importance to

scientists and technologists in a variety of industry sectors. The main focus will be on the reactivity

of organometallic compounds of the transition metals, supported by discussion of structure and

bonding and the implications. The aim, on completion of the course, is that a student will be

equipped to recognize the key classes of organometallic compound, their methods of

characterization, possible synthetic routes and anticipated reactivity. --This text refers to an

alternate Paperback edition.

Pretty good overview. Reasonable level of "insight" for the reader.
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